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1. INTRODUCTION 
The results presented here provide three different types of operator- 
algebraic characterizations of barreled spaces. The relationship 
between completeness conditions on the underlying locally convex 
space and completeness conditions on its operator algebra is discussed 
for various operator topologies. In particular, if “large” algebras A 
of operators on a locally convex space SE are required to have properties 
necessary for a reasonable theory of A-valued functions, then these 
results show that A must be barreled. 
For more detailed discussion, we require the following familiar 
notions. 
(i) A set B C X in a locally convex space is bounded if? it is 
absorbed by every neighborhood N of 0: 
ANIB for some h > 0. 
(ii) Let b : r)r x (D2 + gs be a bilinear function, where the !& are 
locally convex. For each u E’I)~ , write b, : gz --+ 9s for the function 
b,(e) = b(u, v). Similarly, b,(u) = b(u, V) maps r)i into & . Then b 
is Zeft (respectively, right) hypocontinuous 8 every b, and b, is continu- 
ous, while for every bounded B, C !& , the set {b,, 1 u E BL} is equi- 
continuous in L(g2 , g3) (respectively, for every bounded B, CT&, 
(b, 1 e, E B,) is equicontinuous in L(z)i , 9,)). 
(iii) If 3 and 9 are two Hausdoti locally convex spaces and B 
is a collection of bounded sets with span (UG) = X, then the Hausdorff 
Iocafly convex topology of B-convergence (or S-topology) on the con- 
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tinuous linear transformations 1,(X, 9) from X to 9 is defined by agree- 
ing that a net {T, / 01 E I) G-converges to 0 iff for all B E 6, T,u -+ 0 
uniformly with respect to u E B. If A CL(X, g), AG denotes A with 
the G-topology. 
(iv) An operator T has jinite rank if? range (T) is finite-dimen- 
sional. A subspace A CL(X, 9) will often be called “large” if it 
contains all operators of finite rank. 
Then in L(X) = L(3E, X) or some large subalgebra A, endowed 
with some topology of G-convergence, we shall be concerned with the 
following sorts of questions. 
(a) When does AG have a “Principle of Equicontinuity” 
(PE): every bounded subset is equicontinuous? 
(b) When is the action map (T, U) --+ Tu from AG x X into 
x left-hypocontinuous (HCA) ? 
(c) When is the product map (S, T) -+ ST from AG x AG 
into A, left-hypocontinuous (HCM) ? 
(d) When does A satisfy one of the various natural complete- 
ness conditions ? 
The answers to (a)-(d), for “large” A, run roughly as follows. If 
AG or x satisfies any one of several completeness conditions, then each 
of the conditions PE, HCA, and HCM are equivalent to the condition 
“X is barreled” (B). If x satisfies B (is barreled) and A is closed, AG 
satisfies a given completeness condition if and only if 3E satisfies that 
condition. (This applies only to quasi-completeness and weaker 
completeness conditions.) 
The history of the various implication relations among the con- 
ditions B, PE, HCA, and HCM is complicated. The fact that B 
implies PE seems to have been the principal reason for the introduc- 
tion of barreled spaces (Bourbaki [2]). One can see by inspection of 
the definition that PE and HCA are equivalent, so B implies HCA. 
This also follows from a standard general theorem concerning 
hypocontinuity of bilinear functionals on barreled spaces (see [3], 
Chapter III or [12] Chapter III for expository discussions). The fact 
that B implies HCM is used implicitly in many areas of operator- 
valued analysis, and its proof is easy (Section 4). 
The converses all depend upon homeomorphically injecting X and 
its dual, X*, into “large” algebras A by means of tensor products. 
This method was certainly known to Grothendieck [5]. The general 
results on principles of equicontinuity proved in Section 2 using 
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these methods are stronger than any explicitly stated results that the 
author has been able to uncover in the prior literature. 
Note added in proof. Grothendieck apparently suggested the 
possibility of such results, in the proof of a weaker lemma in 
Section III.3 of his 1954 Sao Paulo lecture notes [.5]. 
Given the equivalence of B and PE for suitably complete spaces, the 
equivalence of B and HCA is an easy consequence of the definition 
(Section 3). The equivalence of B and HCM is slightly deeper, but 
the same methods are used. Similar techniques were used earlier by 
Williamson [I41 to obtain operator-algebraic equivalents to the norm- 
ability of X: x is normable ifI either the action L&X) x X + X or the 
product &(3) x L,(X) -t&(X) is jointly continuous. Williamson’s 
results first led the author to suspect the equivalence of B, HCA, and 
HCM. 
The completeness results discussed in Section 5 are somewhat more 
technical. We consider a notion of completeness called nom-com- 
pleteness, which is generally weaker than sequential completeness. The 
formulation of norm-completeness used here generalizes the 
Grothendieck-K&he notion of “local completeness “or “completeness 
in the sense of Mackey” ([5], [7], and [S]). The original idea is due to 
Mackey [IO]. The p resent theory also subsumes the appropriate 
versions of several other completeness notions: Allen’s “pseudo- 
completeness” [I], Kripke’s “barely sufficient” spaces [9] and some 
cases of Waelbroeck’s “espaces a bornes completes” [13]. The 
principal result of the section asserts that for barreled spaces X, 
Lo(X) is norm-complete iff X is norm-complete. 
In Section 6, results from the preceding sections are used to sim- 
plify one another, leading to the final answers to (a)-(d). Some applica- 
tions are discussed. Indeed, the applications provide a special motive 
for studying these questions, as suggested in the first paragraph of 
this section. In his review article [4], Dieudonne discusses the 
relevance of these questions to several typical applications. For a 
great many purposes in functional analysis, it is desirable to be able 
to generalize the material treated in the chapter entitled “Analysis in a 
Banach Algebra” in the monograph of Hille and Phillips [6]. One 
wishes to study continuous, C”, and real or complex analytic functions 
with values in Lo(x). One requires an integration theory for operator- 
valued functions. Functional calculi are needed which tell how to 
take a complex analytic function f and define for a T EL(X) an operator 
f(T) E&(X). In particular, exponentials and logarithms must be 
defined on &(x) or subalgebras of it. In order to imitate the scalar- 
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valued theory with any success, one turns out to need at least PE, 
HCA, HCM, and norm completeness. Our results say that if all of 
L,(X) must be considered (or even a subalgebra AG big enough to 
contain all operators of finite rank) then the underlying space X must 
be barreled and norm complete. 
The situation with respect to operator-valued analysis in “small” 
subalgebras of L(X) is much better. In fact, there are small subalgebras 
of L(X) for any locally convex X which possess a geometrically deter- 
mined norm and an equicontinuous unit ball. For these, the appro- 
priate versions of PE, as well as continuous action and continuous 
multiplication, can be shown to hold. The details will be presented in 
a paper by the author now in preparation [II]. 
2. EQUICONTINUITY 
In the interests both of clarity and of generality, it is useful to 
extend the provisional definition of PE given in the introduction. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 3E and 9 be Hausdorff locally convex spaces, 
and let A CL(X, ‘p) b e a subspace of the space of continuous linear 
transformations from X to 9. Let G be a collection of bounded subsets 
of 3E with span (US) = X. Then A satisfies the G-Principle of Equi- 
continuity (&PE) ifI every bounded subset of AG us equicontinuous. 
Remark. In fact, the validity of G-principles of equicontinuity 
depends only upon the properties of the space X and upon the choice 
of 6. A rather thorough discussion of the B-dependence can be found 
in Section III.3 of Grothendieck’s lecture notes [5]. Under suitable 
completeness hypotheses, even the B-dependence disappears (see 
Lemma I and Theorem 9). But without completeness assumptions, 
even very special sorts of spaces exhibit B-dependence of the 6-PE 
notion. 
As an example, take 3 = ‘1) to be normed, and A = L(X). Then if 
G = % is the collection of all bounded sets, then 6-PE reduces to the 
trivial observation that a normbounded set of operators is equicon- 
tinuous. If 6 consists of singletons {zJ), on the other hand, s-PE 
becomes the “Principle of Uniform Boundedness”, and the latter 
can fail if x is not complete. (Take X to be the subspace of d2 consisting 
of vectors with finitely many entries, and let T, multiply the nth 
entry by n, while duplicating all other entries. Then {T, 1 n E CO} is 
bounded in the singleton or “simple” topology: all but finitely many 
T, act on a given u as the identity transformation. Yet (1 T, 11 = n, 
so the set is not equicontinuous.) 
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Before stating the first two results, we recall some standard defini- 
tions. A barrel (tonneau) is a closed, convex balanced (circled, equi- 
lib&) set N in X which absorbs all singletons. Then X is barreled 
(tonnele) iff every barrel is a neighborhood of 0. Alternatively, X is 
infrabarreled (infratonnele) iff every barrel which absords all bounded 
sets B is a neighborhood of 0. Finally, X is bornological (bornivore, 
bound) ii? every convex, balanced N which absorbs bounded sets is a 
neighborhood of 0. Hence every barreled or bornological space is 
infrabarreled. In Section 5, we prove that every normcomplete infra- 
barreled space is barreled. (See [3] or [I21 for details.) 
THEOREM 1. Let 3 be a Hausdorff locally convex space, and let 39 
be the collection of all bounded subsets of X. Suppose that for some 
Hausdorfl locally convex ‘1) # {O> and subspace A C L(X, 9) containing 
all operators of $nite rank, Al satis$es g-PE. Then X is infrabarreled. 
Conversely, if X is infrabarreled, L(3, g) satisJes 9?-PE for all 9, and 
the same is true of any subspace A C L(& Q). 
If 6 is slightly smaller than 97, we obtain a stronger theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Hausdorff locally convex space. Let g # (0) 
be another such space, and let A C L(X, 9) contain all operators of finite 
rank. If A has G-PE for some 6 consisting of sets whose closed convex 
hulls are weakly compact, and if span (UG) = X, then X is barreled. 
Conversely, if SE is barreled, L(X, 9,) has G-PE for every choice of 6 
and 9, and the same applies to all subspaces A C L(X, y). 
The following elementary lemma is the primary tool in proving 
both of the theorems stated above. 
LEMMA A. Let X and ‘D # (01 be Hausdorfl locally convex spaces, 
and let G be any family of bounded sets. Let u0 ~g be selected, with 
u0 # 0. Then the map q~ + u,, @ v E L(I, 9) is a topological injection 
of the dual X2 of X (endowed with the topology of G-convergence) 
into the operators of jinite rank in L,(X, 9). 
Proof. We recall that (uO @ v (w) = (q~, w) u0 for w E X. Hence 
the dependence upon 9 is trivially linear, and u,, @ q is the zero 
operator ifI 4p = 0 since us # 0, so q~ -+ U, @ pl is algebraically 
injective. But vu -+ 0 in the 6 topology on X* if? for B E 6, (F, , w) -+ 0 
uniformly in w E B. Similarly u0 @ ya + 0 in the G topology on 
LG(x, 9) if? for B E 6, (uO @ 9,) (w) = (yW, w> u,, goes to zero in 9 
uniformly in w E B. Since I$ is HausdorfI and u,, # 0, (qua, w) u,, -+ 0 
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uniformly in w E B itf (v=, w) + 0 uniformly as scalars. Hence 
ya -+ 0 in Xg iff u0 @ qa --f 0 in J&(X, 9). Since 
range tug 0 9)) = span (04A 
us @ y is certainly of finite rank 1. 
Remark. The same sort of argument shows that the bilinear 
map@:Xg x ‘2) -t&(X, 9) is right-Ghypocontinuous, in the lan- 
guage of Bourbaki [2]. 
The rest of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 relies upon the following 
standard “polar” observation. 
LEMMA B. Let 3 be a Hausdorfl locally convex space, and let 6 be a 
collection of bounded subsets of fi with span (UG) = X. 
(a) If every bounded subset B of Xg is equicontinuous, then x is 
infrabarreled. 
(b) In particular, if 6 contains only sets with weakly compact 
closed convex hulls, then the conclusion in (a) can be strengthened: X is 
barreled. 
Proof. Following the discussion on page 81 in Schaefer [12], 
6 and its saturated hull E give the same topology on X*, and 6 con- 
tains all finite sets since span (US) = X. Hence the topology of 
G-convergence lies somewhere between the weak topology a(X*, X) 
and the strong topology jI(X*, X). 
Now the strong topology has the smallest collection of bounded sets. 
By the remark at the top of page 142 in Schaefer [I2], X is infrabarreled 
iff every P(x*, X)-bounded set is equicontinuous. Hence in (a) we 
can always conclude that x is infrabarreled. 
But if every B E 6 has a weakly compact closed convex hull, it is 
easy to see that the G-topology is coarser than the topology of uniform 
convergence on weakly compact convex sets [since the ground field 
is “locally convex”, 9. -+ 0 uniformly on B ifI P)- * 0 uniformly on 
the closed convex hull Z(B)]. That is, the Mackey topology 7(X*, X) 
is finer than the G-topology. But this means that a(X*, X), 7(X*, X) 
and the 6-topology all have the same bounded sets (Corollary 2, 
page 132 in Schaefer [12]). Then by Theorem IV.5.2 in [12], X is 
barreled itf every weakly bounded set is equicontinuous, and (b) 
follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Inject X$ into A9 CL&X, 9). Then B C Xj$ 
is bounded iff {u,,} @ B is bounded in A, CL&X, 9). Hence by hypo- 
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thesis, {us} Q B is an equicontinuous family of operators from X 
to 9. But the maps w + (u,, @ 9’) (w) = (y, w) u0 are equicontinuous 
as u,, @ y ranges {Us} @ B, or v ranges B, iff w --+ (v, w) is equi- 
continuous (project out the coefficient of u,,). Hence B is an equi- 
continuous subset of X*. Lemma B part (a) now implies that x is 
infrabarreled. 
The converse appears in Section III.3 of [.5]. It is an exercise in 
Schaefer, but it is easily proved. Let X be infrabarreled, and let 
B CL,(X, 9) be bounded. Let N be a closed, balanced convex neigh- 
borhood of 0 in 9. We prove that N’ = n (T-lN 1 T E B) is a neigh- 
borhood of 0 in X, proving equicontinuity by Theorem 111.4.1 in [12]. 
But each T-lN is easily shown to be closed, convex and balanced, 
so it follows by intersections that N’ is also. But by 111.3.3b) in [12], 
N’ absorbs every B, E g, and in particular every {u} E &?, so N’ is a 
barrel absorbing bounded sets. Since X is infrabarreled, N’ is a neigh- 
borhood of 0. Hence every bounded B is equicontinuous: 99-PE holds. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The first implication follows exactly as in 
Theorem 1, except that for this smaller 6, Lemma B part (b) applies 
to show that X is barreled. 
The converse is exactly Theorem 111.4.2 in [I2]. 
Remark. Notice that the proofs go through whenever A contains 
even just one subspace {zQ,) @ X *. It need not contain all operators 
of finite rank. 
Finally, in the spirit of Williamson’s results, we isolate an equi- 
continuity characterization of normability. 
PROPOSITION C. Let X and 1;, be Hausdorfl locally convex spaces, 
and let A be a subspace of L(X, 9) containing all operators of finite rank. 
Suppose 6 is a cover of bounded sets in X which is saturated (closed under 
the formation of subsets, scalar multiples, finite unions, and convex hulls). 
Then AG contains an equicontinuous neighborhood of 0 isf G contains a 
closed, balanced, convex neighborhood B, of 0 whose Minkowski func- 
tional 
is a norm for the topology of X. Then every such A, contains an equi- 
continuous neighborhood of 0, and 6 contains all bounded sets. 
Proof. Inject X,x into A, by Lemma A, and find a relatively 
G-closed, balanced, convex, equicontinuous neighborhood of 0 in 
hJ 0 x*7 using the equicontinuous neighborhood hypothesis. This 
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must be the image of an G-closed, convex, balanced equicontinuous 
neighborhood N in X *. N is then an equicontinuous barrel. 
Now, since 6 is saturated, it is not hard to see that N contains the 
absolute polar (B)O of some set B E 6, and the latter is itself an equi- 
continuous G-barrel. But then B, = (B)OO is the closed balanced con- 
vex hull of B, is in 6, and is a bounded neighborhood of 0 in X. (It 
is a neighborhood since it is the absolute polar of an equicontinuous 
set, and it is bounded because it is the polar of a barrel.) For details, 
see Section IV.1 of Schaefer [Z2]. 
Then as in the proof of KolmogorofI’s Theorem (page 41 of 
Schaefer [12]), the Minkowski functional of B, norms X. Furthermore, 
B, now absorbs every bounded set in X : hB, 3 B, and since AB, E G, 
B E 6 by the saturation of 6. 
Conversely, of course, any operator-norm ball in any A, is norm: 
bounded and equicontinuous. 
3. HYPOCONTINUOUS ACTION 
Again, the provisional definition of Section 1 needs to be extended. 
DEFINITION 2. Let X and ‘I, be HausdorfI locally convex spaces, 
and let A be a subspace ofL(X, 9). Suppose B is a collection of bounded 
subsets of X with span (UG) = X. Then A has hypocontinvous action 
in the S-topology, or G-HCA, iff the map A, x X -+ 9 defined by 
(T, U) -+ Tu is left-hypocontinuous. 
Then the following theorem is a trivial corollary of Theorems 1 
and 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let X and 2) # {O] be Hausdor- locally convex spaces, 
let A C L(3E, ?$) b e a subspace containing all operators of $nite rank, and 
let a be the collection of all bounded sets in X. 
(a) Suppose that for some B C 9 with span (UG) = X, AG has 
G-HCA. Then x is infrabarreled. Conversely, if X is infrabarreled, 
L,(X, ‘p) and every subspace has 33?-HCA. 
(b) Suppose for some 6 C 9Y containing only sets with weakly 
compact closed convex hulls, with span (US) = X, AG has G-HCA. 
Then x is barreled. If x is barreled, LG(X, 9) has G-HCA for every G 
with span ( UG) = X. 
Proof. (a) If G C a, the topology of 33,convergence is finer than 
the topology of B-convergence. Hence if B is bounded in Al, it is 
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bounded in AG . Thus if A has B-HCA, B is by definition an equi- 
continuous family of operators. That is, every g-bounded set of 
operators is equicontinuous. Thus by Theorem 1, 3E is infrabarreled. 
Conversely, if X is infrabarreled, Theorem 1 insures that L&X, 9) 
has a-PE, and every g-bounded set is equicontinuous. Thus by 
definition, the bilinear action map from L,(X, $I) x X into ?J, is left- 
hypocontinuous. 
(b) This is proved in exactly the same way, using Theorem 2 
and the definition of left hypocontinuity. 
A weakened version of Williamson’s Theorem 1 in [14] can be 
obtained by a related direct argument. 
PROPOSITION D. Let x and 9 be Hausdor- locally convex spaces, 
and let A be a subspace of L(X, g) containing all operators of $nite rank. 
Suppose B is a cover of bounded subsets in X which is saturated. If the 
action AG x X + 9 is (jointly) continuous, then X is normable, and 6 
contains all bounded sets. Conversely, if X is normable, the action 
L&X, II) x X -+ ‘21 is jointly continuous. 
Proof. Inject 3E* into A=, showing that the action of X$ on r, 
mapping into the ground field, is continuous on Xg x X. Hence, if 
N( 1,O) is the neighborhood of radius 1 in the ground field, there exist 
convex, balanced neighborhoods of 0 in 3,$ and X, N,(O) and N&O) 
respectively, such that (N,(O), iV2(0)) C N(1, 0), or 1 (F, u) 1 < 1 
for all v E N,(O) and u E N2(0). Thus N,(O) is contained in the polar 
N1(0)O of N,(O). But since G is saturated, it is easy to check that N,(O) 
is an B-convergence neighborhood if? iVi(O)O E 6. Hence Ni(O)O and 
N,(O) are bounded. Now apply Kolmogoroff’s Theorem as before. 
Remark. If G contains all bounded sets, then the action 
LG(J, 9) x X -+?- is automatically right-hypocontinuous. To see 
this, notice that by definition, T, -+ 0 iff TJJ -+ 0 uniformly for all u 
in any bounded B C X. This means by linearity that if F,(T) = Tu, 
the set (FU 1 u E B) is equicontinuous from L,(X) into X. Then, by 
definition, the action is right-hypocontinuous. 
4. HYPOCONTINUOUS MULTIPLICATION 
In the case of left-hypocontinuity of multiplication in L(T), our 
provisional definition needs less refinement. 
DEFINITION 3. Let X be a Hausdorf? locally convex space, and let 
580/I/4-4 
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A CL(X) be a subalgebra. Let G be a collection of bounded sets in x 
with span (UG) = X. Then A has hypocontinuous multiplication in the 
G-topology, or GHCM, if? the product map (S, T) -+ ST from 
AG x A, into AG is left-hypocontinuous. 
The theorem on G-HCM is proved by an extension of the tech- 
niques used in Theorems l-3: both X and X* are injected into A so 
that “3* acts on X by left-multiplication.” 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a HausdorJff locally convex space, and let A 
be a subalgebra of L(X) containing all operators of Jinite rank. 
(a) If A has G-HCM for any G as in Definition 3, then x is 
infrabarreled. Conversely, if X is infrabarreled, L(X) and all subalgebras 
have a-HCM for B the collection of all bounded sets. 
(b) Suppose that for some 6 C 93 containing only sets whose 
closed convex hulls are weakly compact, with span (UG) = X, A has 
G-HCM. Then X is barreled. Conversely, zf X is barreled, L(X) and every 
subalgebra has G-HCM for every B with span (UG) = X and 
L(X) 6 = (TB 1 T EL(X), B E 6) C 6. 
Remark. The condition L(X) G C 6 is satisfied by most of the 
standard choices for G : @, the collection of weakly compact convex 
sets, the collection of precompact sets, the collection of compact sets, 
and the collection of finite sets. 
To prove the theorem, we need a few more rather standard sorts 
of lemmas; proofs are included for convenience. 
LEMMA E. Let X be a Hausdor,gP locally convex space, and let y0 # 0 
in x*. Let 6 be any collection of bounded sets in X such that 
X = span (UG), and endow L(X) with the topology of B-convergence. 
Then the map u---f u Q y,, is a topological injection of X into LG(X) 
whose range is an G-closed subspace of L,(E) consisting of operators of 
finite rank. 
Proof. We recall that by definition, u @ y,, acts on a w E X by 
(u 0 %) (4 = (% 9 w> u- 
This action is obviously linear in u, and u @ q0 = 0 iff (~a , w) u = 0 
for all w E X. The latter can occur only when u = 0, since v0 # 0. 
Consequently, it is an injection. Further, u 8 y,, is obviously of 
rank 1. 
It remains to prove that we have a homeomorphism with closed 
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range. Let B be any bounded set. Then the collection {(v,, , w) 1 w E B} 
is a bounded set of scalars. Consequently, if U, + 0, 
uniformly in w E B, so that the injection is continuous. 
To prove continuity of the inverse and closure of the range, let T 
be in the G-closure of 9 @ {~a>. Then there exists a net U, @ y,, --+ T; 
we will find a u,, with U, + u,, and T = u0 @ v0 so that T E I$ @ {rpo} 
and the range is closed. Since in particular, when U, @ v,, -+ u0 @ q0 
in the G topology, then u, + u0 , we conclude that the inverse of the 
injection is continuous. 
Now, since span ( UG) = X, it follows easily that, for every w E X, 
Hence ker (T) 3 ker (vO). But since y,, # 0, there must exist 
w0 E B, EG with (q~,,  w,} # 0. If we set us = (y,, , w,,)-r Tw, , 
then it follows by division that 
u, = ho , wo>-l kc, 0 vo) (wo) -+ (~0, wo>-l Two = uo - 
But for every w E J, 
WI = w - <TO , w> <TO , wo>-l w. E ker (qo) C ker (T), 
so 
Tw = Tw, + +o , w> (vo , wo>-l Two = 0 + (~0, w> uo 
= (uo 0 PO) (4 
Hence T = u,, Q v. , and the claims about us are established. 
The proof plan for Theorem 4 is now quite simple: we let the copy 
~uo~o~*=~uoop,Iq,~~*~ 
of X* act on the copy 
of X from the left, as subsets (indeed, subalgebras) of A, and check 
that it acts in the right way. The following standard lemma contains 
the necessary algebraic information. 
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LEMMA F. Let T EL(X), u, a E X, and v], tj E X*. 
(4 W 0 97) = (Tu) 0 P 
(W (u 0 p’) T = u 0 G”*d. 
(4 (u 0 v,) (v 0 #I = (94 v> (u 0 4). 
Proof. Let w E X. 
(a) ET(u 0 v)] (4 = W 0 ~(41 = T[(n w> 4 = <v, w> Tu 
= (VW 0 v) (4. 
(b) [(u 0 +7(w) = (u 0 YJ) P-4 = CT, Tw) 21 = <T*n w> u 
= [u 0 (T*dlw’ 
(c) By (a), with 2’ = zc @ F, 
(u 0 9’) (v 0 4) = ((u 0 d (4) 0 $. 
But u @ p)(v) = (v, w) U, and @ is bilinear, so 
Proof of Theorem 4. Pick u0 # 0 in X and y0 # 0 in 3*, so that 
u,, @ v0 # 0 in L(X). Then by Lemma F part (c), we have for every 
VEX* and UEX, 
That is, the image of X* in &(X), acting on the image of X in L,=(X) 
by left-multiplication, maps it into a nontrivial one-dimensional 
subspace of L,(X) which may be identified topologically with the 
ground field. 
Suppose that B C 3E* is bounded. Then its homeomorphic image, 
{u,,} @ B, is bounded in AG C&(X) (Lemma A). Hence by the 
B-HCM hypothesis, {us} @I B acts equicontinuously by left-multi- 
plication upon A, , and by restriction, it acts equicontinuously upon 
the homeomorphic image {yO) @ x of x in A, , carrying it into the 
homeomorphic copy of the ground field. Lifting back simultaneously 
by the three homeomorphic identifications, B acts equicontinuously 
on X, mapping it into the ground field. Thus Lemma B applies to 
show that in case (a) x is infrabarreled, while in case (b), X is barreled. 
For the converses in (a) and (b), it suffices by Proposition D to 
show that each G-bounded B, C&(X) acts equicontinuously on 
&(X) by left-multiplication. Then, in case (a), Theorem 1 implies 
that B, acts equicontinuously on X, and in case (b), Theorem 2 yields 
the same conclusion. 
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By the distributive law, it suffices to check equicontinuity of B, 
acting on&(X) at 0. Now B, will be equicontinuous at 0 it? for every 
net T, -+ 0 in Lo(X), B,Tu --+ 0 in L,(X). We require, then, that for 
every B, E 6, the nets ST,u converge to 0 E X uniformly in S E B, 
and u E B, , But for any N(0) in X, N’(0) = n {S-IN(O) 1 S E B,} is a 
neighborhood by Proposition 111.4.1 in [12]. Since T,B, is eventually 
in N’(0) by G-convergence, BIT,& is eventually in N(0) : BIT, + 0 
in L,(X) as required. 
It is interesting to notice that the corresponding claim concerning 
right-hypocontinuity is false. 
PROPOSITION G. Let A be any subalgebra ofL(X), and let G be any 
collection of bounded sets in X such that span (UG) = X. Suppose that 
for every B, C A, and B, E G, both bounded, BIB, E 6 (this is automatic 
if 6 is the collection of all bounded sets). Then the multiplication 
A x A --f A is right-hypocontinuous. 
Proof. By the definition of right-hypocontinuity, it suffices to show 
that a bounded B, CL,(X) acts equicontinuously on Le(X) by right- 
multiplication, and as in Theorem 4, it suffices now to check that if 
S, -+ 0 in LG(X), S&B, -+ 0 in LG(X). But if B, E L&X), B,B, E LG(X) 
and S,(B,B,) is eventually contained in any N(0) C X, whence 
(SUB,) B, is also, and “S,B1 converges to 0 uniformly on Bz.” 
Remarks. 1. The natural attempt at a “right-handed” proof 
of the analog of Theorem 4 breaks down immediately. One would 
want {uO) @ X * to act by right multiplication on X @ {qs>. But 
(u 0 yo) (u,, 0 y) = (qo, uo> (u 0 v). Hence if <n, ud = 0, the 
image of X* acts trivially on the image of 3. If (vs, uO) # 0, the image 
of X* maps the image of x not into the ground field [alias span 
(u, @ ~a)] but into x @ x*, which spans the entire space of operators 
of finite rank, FR (X). One might take $ = FRo(X) and try to apply 
Theorem 3, but in general the topology of “G-convergence” on 
{u,,) @ I* in L,(x @ {p),,>, FRG(X)) is quite different from the topology 
of G-convergence in X*-ahas- @ X*. 
2. The line of argument used in Theorem 4 provides a super- 
ficially different proof of Williamson’s theorem on joint continuity 
of products and normability [14]. One proves in this case that 
bd @a x*9 acting by multiplication on X @ (F,,), has an equicontinu- 
ous neighborhood of 0. Then 3E* acting on X has such a neighborhood, 
and the argument proceeds as in Remark 1 in Section 2. 
3. One can improve the hypotheses of Theorem 4 slightly 
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by supposing only that for some ua E X, v0 E X* with (vO, u,,) = 0, 
all of X @ (~a) and {u,,} @ J* are contained in A. Indeed, one can 
show that X @ {vO} @ {~a} @ X* is a subalgebra of L(X) in that case, 
since (as in Remark 1) {u,,} @ 3~” right-annihilates X @ {Q} and maps 
it into span (u,, @ vO) on the left. (Both of the summands are algebras.) 
I known of no applications requiring the extra generality. 
4. The example of the left and right shift operators L and R 
on a Hilbert space with orthonormal basis (e, j n E W> is instructive. 
Let Le, = 0, Le, = e,-, for n > 0, and extend by linearity and 
continuity. Let Re, = e,-, for all n and extend similarly. 
IlLIt= 1 = IIRII, so {L” / k EW} and {Rk / K EW) are norm- 
bounded. It is easy to check that in the topology of simple convergence 
(“strong operator topology”) we have 
L”-+O as k+cq (1) 
RkLk-+O 
and 
as k-+co, (2) 
L'CR"e 1 for all k. (3) 
Then (1) and (2) p rovide an example of Theorem 4 in action, for the 
topology of simple convergence, since the norm-bounded set 
{Rk I K E W> is simply bounded. But (1) and (3) provide a counter- 
of simple convergence (G consists of finite sets), since the sequence 
of products {LkRk} does not converge to 0. 
5. COMPLETENESS CONDITIONS 
For completeness we recall two standard definitions. 
(a) A locally convex space X is quasi-complete iR every closed, 
bounded set B C X is complete in the relative topology. 
(b) 3 is sequentially complete iff every Cauchy sequence (in the 
vector uniformity) converges to a limit in X. Since Cauchy sequences 
are bounded, a Cauchy sequence in a quasi-complete space has a range 
whose closure is complete, and hence converges: quasicomplete 
spaces are sequentially complete. 
A weaker notion of completeness is more appropriate for our 
purposes. Recall that if B is any closed, convex, balanced, bounded 
set in a HausdorfI locally convex space X, then the gauge (Minkowski 
functional) of B 
/( u \]a = inf {X < 0 1 h-%4 E B} 
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norms the space X, = span (B) and gives it a topology finer than the 
relative initial topology (p. 63 in [12]). The following definition uses 
this construction to reorganize and extend some standard ideas, due 
principally to Grothendieck [.5J and Kiithe [d]. 
DEFINITION 4. Let x be a Hausdorff locally convex space. 
(a) A bounded set B C x is norm-completable iff its closed, 
balanced convex hull P = cob(B) induces a complete (Banach) 
[ 1 l ]]B-structure on XB . 
(b) Let 6 be any collection of bounded sets in 5 with span 
(Us)=x. Th en X is G-norm-complete if? every B E G is norm- 
completable. 
(c) If G = a’, the collection of all bounded sets, we suppress 
the g and refer to X as normcomplete (sometimes &lackey-complete). 
Remark. 6-norm-completeness is highly dependent upon the 
choice of 6, as is illustrated in the examples below. Here are some 
useful observations of a general nature which are easily proved. 
First, write 6, > 6, iff for every B, E 6, there exists a B, E 6, 
with B, 1 B, (“Gi has larger sets”). Then if 3E is 6,-normcomplete, 
it is +normcomplete. The proof uses the fact that P, is a closed 
subset of 8, , hence is closed in the finer I/ l [Ifi, topology on XB,. 
Thus if ~8, is complete, Pa and all of its scalar multiples provide a 
11 * Ilsl-complete neighborhood base for the finer 11 * ll~, topology on 
XB, . Now use Theorem 1.1.6 in [12] to conclude that XB, is complete. 
Then, of course, if we let 6, N 6, whenever 6, 3 $. and 6, > 6, , 
it follows that 6, N 6, implies that G, and 6, lead to equivalent 
notions of norm-completeness. Clearly > is transitive and N is an 
equivalence relation. 
Notice that every normcomplete normable space is complete (take B 
to be the unit ball for some norm for the topology of X). 
EXAMPLES: 
1. As pointed out in [5], X is normcomplete 8 the associated 
linear system (3, X *, <, >) is boundedly complete in the sense of 
Mackey [IO]. 
2. If x is a locally convex algebra (separately continuous multi- 
plication) and G = &, the collection of bounded semigroups (B2 C B), 
then X is pseudocomplete in the sense of Allan [I]. Allan gives an 
example of a pseudocomplete algebra that is not complete in the sense 
of Mackey. 
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3. A set B C X which is the closed, balanced convex hull of the 
image of a compact subset of a complex-analytic variety is called an 
analytic disc by Kripke [9]. If C!! is the collection of analytic discs 
in X, X is Q?-normcomplete iff it is a BS space in Kripke’s sense 
( “em. Barely Sufficient for an analytic vector valued function theory”). 
Kripke gives an example of an incomplete inner product space which 
is still a BS space. Since an inner product space is normable, an incom- 
plete inner product space cannot be normcomplete (see above). 
4. If G is any collection of convex, balanced weakly compact sets, 
X is automatically B-normcomplete. To see this, notice that the relative 
weak topology on XB is coarser than the 11 l jls topology for any B E 6, 
and all scalar multiples of the ball B are weakly complete. Then apply 
Theorem 1.1.6 in [12] to conclude that X, is Ij l II,-complete. 
5. If 6 consists of finite sets, the sets fi are balls in finite- 
dimensional subspaces of X, hence they are necessarily weakly com- 
pact, and X is trivially G-normcomplete. 
6. More generally, suppose 6 is a collection of sets whose 
convex, balanced hulls are closed. Suppose further that 6 satisfies 
Waelbroeck’s axioms for a “structure a bornes” [13]; equivalently, 
suppose 6 is saturated (closed under formation of subsets, multiples, 
finite unions, and closed convex hulls). Then X is B-normcomplete 
8 6 endows X with a “structure a bornes completes” in Waelbroeck’s 
sense. 
The following result relating normcompleteness to the conventional 
completeness notions is useful and essentially known. 
PROPOSITION H. Let 3E be a Hawdorfl locally convex space. 
(a) If X is sequentially complete, quasicomplete, or complete, then 
it is G-normcomplete for every 6. 
(b) Suppose 3E is jirst-countable (hence metrizable) and suppose 
6 is the collection of all null sequences {un 1 n E w} (un -+O as n+ a). 
Then x is complete i# it is 6,-norm-complete. Consequently if X is 
B-norm-complete for any B > 6, , it is complete. 
Proof. (a) The unit ball B in each X, is initially closed, hence it 
is sequentially complete in the initial topology. Consequently every 
II l III? e-ball is initially sequentially complete. A variant upon a 
well-known theorem then asserts that if Tl and T, are two Hausdorlf 
vector topologies on ES with Tl C T, , and every neighborhood in 
some base for Tl at 0 is sequentially complete in the T2 uniformity, 
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then TI is a sequentially complete topology (cf. Theorem 1.1.6 in [12]). 
Thus XB is (sequentially) complete in the norm topology. 
(b) Suppose X is Qnormcomplete and metrizable. Let u E f, 
the completion of X. Then there exists a sequence {u, 1 n E W} C X 
such that u, + U, so that (v~ = U, - u 112 E w) is a null sequence in 
the FrCchet space f. Then, by the argument of the Lemma in Section 
III.4 of [.5] or on page 383 of K&he [8], there exists a sequence A, -+ 0 
such that {A;%, 1 n E w} = B, is bounded. Thinning out the sequence 
if necessary, we may take A, = 2-2n. Then 
(227yu, - u,,,) = 2’“(u, - u) - 2 22(n+yUn+l - u) 1 n E u} c B, - ) B, 
is also bounded. Consequently, the sequence 
{2”(ffn - un+l) = 2292yu, - un+J] 1 12 E co} 
is a null sequence in the original space X. 
Now, let B be the closed, convex, balanced hull of this sequence. 
By hypothesis, 3, is complete with respect to I/ l IIB. But 
Then for any m > n 
II% - urn IIB = Ch+, - %+1+j 
II 
d c (11 %+j - %+i+l IIB 1 o <j < m - n - l> 
< C {2-(n+i) IO <j < m - n - l} = 2-” 
(1 - 2-h-d) 
1 -2-l 
Hence {u,, ( n E W> is Cauchy in K, , with a limit U’ in the (1 l I(s sense. 
But then u, + U’ in the coarser initial topology, and by uniqueness 
of limits u = U’ E X, so k = x and X is complete. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a Hausdorff locally convex space, and let 
B be any collection of bounded sets with span (UG) = X. Suppose some 
space A C LG(X) containing all operators of finite rank is complete, 
quasi-complete, sequentially complete, or norm-complete, respectively. 
Then X satisfies the corresponding completeness condition. 
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Proof. Inject X homeomorphically into a closed subspace of 
&(x), using Lemma E. Then if J&(X) is complete or sequentially 
complete, so is the closed subspace x @ {vO} and its copy X. For the 
other cases, notice that a closed (convex, balanced) bounded B C X 
is mapped into a similar set in X @ (vO) since the latter is closed. 
Thus if &(X) is q uasicomplete, both B @ {cps} and its copy B are 
complete, so x is quasicomplete. If &(x) is normcomplete, then the 
space XBo{+-~j is II * IIBO{~,~ -complete, and its copy X, must be 11 l 118- 
complete, so X is normcomplete. 
As a first step toward a converse to Theorem 5, we have the follow- 
ing norm-completeness result. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a Hausdorfl locally convex space, and let ‘I) 
be locally convex, Hausdorfl, and norm-complete. Let d be the collection 
of equicontinuous subsets of L(X, ?I,), and let G be any collection of bounded 
subsets of X with span (US) = 3E. Then L&X, 9) is d-norm-complete. 
Proof. First, notice that the topology of G-convergence is the topol- 
ogy of uniform convergence on the collection 6’ = (cob (B) I B E G}, 
since 13 is locally convex. Thus we may assume without loss of general- 
ity that 6 contains only closed, convex, balanced sets. 
Next, if E is equicontinuous, local convexity of 9 and Proposition 
111.4.1 in [12] imply that cob (E) is equicontinuous. Furthermore 
Theorem 111.4.3 in [12] implies that the simple closure (uniform 
convergence on finite sets) of cob (E) is then equicontinuous, hence its 
closure in the finer G-convergence topology is smaller and equi- 
continuous. Consequently it suffices to prove that every G-closed, 
convex, balanced, equicontinuous subset E of LG(X, I$) is norm- 
complete. 
So let us pick a closed, balanced, convex B in 6, and an G-closed, 
convex, balanced, equicontinuous E. In 9, let 
B, = cob (EB). (2) 
&, is by hypothesis complete in the I] l llB, structure, and X, is normed 
by ]I l lie . I claim that E is a subset of the unit ball in the Banach 
space L(X= , 3E,J. In fact, 
11 Tu /iB1 < iI T I1.e I/ U IIB (3) 
for every u E XB and T E X, CL(X, 9). To see this, note that 
I] u l&l u E B and 11 T ll;l T E E, so 
II T IL1 II u IL1 Tu E 4 
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and 
1 3 II {II T lli’ II u II;;’ W lb1 = {II T IIE’ II u II?‘> IIZ-U lb1 (4) 
Then (3) follows by division. Thus if we define 
P=(T) = SUP {ii T= 114 1 11 u \IE= 1> 
to be the appropriate operator norm, we have from (3) 
PB(T) G II T IIE (5) 
for every B E 6. It follows that if Yi is the 11 * IjE topology on X, , 
and Ya is the topology induced on nE by the collection 
We proceed to show that E, and all of its multiples EE, are complete 
in the Ya structure. Then by Theorem 1.1.6 in [.Z2] on completeness 
in finer Hausdorff topologies, X, will be complete in the 11 * jIE sense. 
Thus, let { !7’, ) 01 E I} b e a net in E, Cauchy in the Ya sense. Then 
{T,) is Cauchy in the pB sense for each B E 6 and has a limit TB in 
L(X, , XB,) since the latter is complete. Furthermore, if z# X, n X,, 
for two sets B and B' in B, TJI is convergent in xB1 n XB; to TBu in 
one case and T,a in the other. Since it is Cauchy in both II l ]jsl 
and I/ l IIB; simultaneously, and the topologies are Hausdorff, it follows 
that TBu = TBa. 
Consequently, we may define a linear transformation T on 
” {xB 1 B E 6) by 
TU = TBu for all B with t‘e&, (6) 
unambiguously, and extend it to all of X by linearity, since 
span (u (3, I B E 6)) 3 span (UG) = 3. 
Next, notice that since the (I l IIB, topology on XB1 C 9 is finer than 
the relative topology from 9, the p, topology is finer than the topology 
of uniform convergence on B, and Yz is finer than the topology of 
G-convergence. Hence it is certainly finer than the topology of simple 
convergence on X. Hence the algebraically linear map T is in the 
closure in 2~’ of E. But then since E is equicontinuous, Theorem 111.4.3 
in [12] shows that T EL(X, 9). 
But then because T agrees by definition with TB on X, , it is one of 
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those (uncommon) members of L(X, 9) whose restriction to 3~~ is 
continuous in the p, sense. Since the p, topology is finer than the 
topology of uniform q-valued convergence on B, it follows that 
T,u -+ TBu = Tu uniformly for u E B. Since this is true for all B E 6, 
we infer that T is actually in the G-closure of E, which is precisely E. 
But since ps(Tol - TB) converges to 0 for all B E 6, this means by 
definition that T, -+ T in the Ys sense. Hence finally T, has a .Za-limit 
Tin E, and E is &complete. This was all that remained to prove that 
L&X, 9) is b-norm-complete. 
Remark. This proof may be adapted to yield a more ambitious 
result. If 6, C 8, and 6, is a saturated collection of bounded sets 
such that G,G, C Ga , then one can prove in the same way that if 3E 
is Ga-norm-complete, &(X) is Gr-norm-complete. Some of the results 
appearing in the work of Kripke [IO] can be obtained in this way. 
If X is barreled, we obtain a better theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let X be barreled, and let $Y be locally convex, Hausdorfl, 
and quasicomplete, sequentially complete, or norm-complete. Let G be 
any collection of precompact sets in X with span (UG) = X. Then 
L,(X, 9) is respectively quasi-complete, sequentially complete, or norm- 
complete. 
Proof. The quasicompleteness claim is a special case of Corollary 
111.4.4 in [12], and the sequential completeness claim is a trivial 
variant. The norm-completeness claim uses the Principle of Equi- 
continuity to infer that every bounded E in LG(X, gj is equicontinuous, 
so g = I and Theorem 6 applies. 
The following reduction lemma is very useful. 
LEMMA J. If X is infrabarreled and norm-complete, it is barreled. 
Proof (after Schaefer [12]). First, if N is a barrel in X, then N 
absorbs every closed, balanced, convex B that is norm-complete ([12], 
page 63). To see this, note that X, with 1) l llB is then a Banach space, 
and hence barreled. But N n B is closed in the initial topology, con- 
vex, and balanced, hence closed in the finer 11 l /Ia topology. Since N 
absorbs every u E X, N A B absorbs every u E X, = span B, so 
N n B is a barrel in X, , hence a neighborhood in X, . Consequently, 
it absorbs the Ij * II,-bounded B. 
Thus every barrel in a norm-complete space X absorbs every 
cob (B), hence every B, for B bounded. If X is infrabarreled, this 
means that every barrel is a bound absorbing barrel and hence a 
neighborhood of 0. Thus x is barreled. 
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COROLLARY 8. Let X be locally convex, Hausdorff, infrabarreled, 
and norm-complete. Then for every collection 6 of bounded sets in X 
such that span (UG) = X, LG(X) is norm-complete. 
Proof. Lemma I and Theorem 7. 
6. HYBRIDS AND APPLICATIONS 
One useful consequence of the results of Section 5, especially 
Lemma J, is that the results of the previous sections become greatly 
simplified in the presence of norm-completeness. The combinatorial 
possibilities are numerous, but the following theorems provide a 
useful sample displaying the principal features of the theory. Varia- 
tions in the collection 6 of bounded sets and in the possible sub- 
algebras A of L(X) have been omitted for clarity. 
THEOREM 9. Let X be a norm-complete Hausdorfl locally convex 
space, and let 6 be any collection of bounded sets with span (UG) = 3E 
and L(X) G C 6. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) L(X) has G-PE (every bounded subset of L&X) is equicon- 
tinuous) . 
(b) L(X) has G-HCA ((T, ) u + Tu is left-hypocontinuous when 
L(X) has the B-topology). 
(c) L(X) has G-HCM ((S, T) -+ ST is left-hypocontinuous when 
L(X) has the G-topology). 
(d) X is barreled. 
Proof. (a) implies that X is infrabarreled by Theorem 1. (b) implies 
the same by Theorem 3(a), and (c) implies it by Theorem 4(a). But 
by Lemma I, the infrabarreled space S is then barreled, and we 
have (d). 
If (d) holds, Theorem 2 implies (a), Theorem 3(b) implies (b), 
and Theorem 4(b) implies (c). 
We may also place the completeness burden on L(X). 
THEOREM 10. Let 3~ be a Hausdorfl locally convex space, let G 
be any collection of bounded sets with span (UG) = X and L(X) 6 C G. 
Suppose L,(X) is norm-complete. Then (a)-(d) of Theorem 9 are equiv- 
alent. 
Proof. Theorem 5 reduces this case to Theorem 9. 
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Completeness conclusions for L,(X) can be obtained nontrivially 
by the following. 
THEOREM 11. Let X be a HausdorfJ locally convex space, and let 6 
be a collection of bounded sets with span (UG) = X. Suppose L(X) 
satisJes G-PE, G-HCA, or G-HCM. Then X is quasi-complete, sequenti- 
ally complete, or norm-complete, zjf L=(X) is respectively quasi-complete, 
sequentially complete, or norm-complete. 
Proof. The presence of any one of the three completeness con- 
ditions on x or LG(X) implies norm-completeness of X by Proposition H 
and Theorem 5. Theorem 9 then implies that X is barreled. Conse- 
quently if the completeness conditions are known originally only for X, 
Theorem 7 provides the desired conclusion for Lo. 
Finally, we consider several applications. 
COROLLARY 12. Let X be a norm-complete Hausdorfl locally convex 
space, and let 6 be a collection of bounded subsets of X with span (UG) = X 
If LG(X) satis$es any one of (a)-(d) in Theorem 9, then every closed 
subalgebra A CLc(X) is norm-complete and Allan’s spectral theory 
applies [I]. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 9 to see that X must be barreled and norm- 
complete, then apply Theorem 11. 
Remarks. 1. The converse of Corollary 12 is probably false. 
The corollary to Theorem IV.6.7 in [12] shows that if X is a DF space, 
an algebraically linear T : X --+ 13 is continuous iff its restriction to 
every bounded set B C X is continuous. This implies that La(X, 9,) 
is actually complete, hence certainly norm-complete. 
2. In fact, b-norm-completeness is enough to obtain a reason- 
able spectral theory for L(X), and to account for most of the useful 
generalizations of analysis in operator algebras on Banach spaces that 
have appeared in the literature. The details will appear shortly in [II]. 
Next, we consider a general class of examples where G-PE, G-HCA, 
and G-HCM always fail: dual spaces of non-reflexive barreled spaces. 
LEMMA J. Let X be a barreled locally convex space such that the 
dual X* is infrabarreled in some topology F consistent with the duality of 
x and x*. Then x is reflexive. 
Proof. By Proposition IV.6.1 in [12], X$ is quasi-complete (hence 
norm-complete) and by Proposition J, it is then barreled. Now apply 
Theorem IV.5.7 in [12] to conclude that X is reflexive. 
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PROPOSITION K. The dual X* of any nonref?exive Banach space, 
endowed with any topology of convergence on a family 6 of sets with 
weakly compact closed convex hulls, fails to satisfy 6*-PE, 6*-HCA, or 
s*-HCM for any collection 6* of bounded sets with span (UG*) = X*. 
Proof. Every such topology on X* is coarser than the Mackey 
topology, by the Mackey-Arens Theorem IV.3.2 in [12], hence it is 
consistent with the duality. 
In conclusion, we consider a proposition which is typical of operator- 
valued function theory. 
PROPOSITION L. Let x be a Hausdorff locally convex space, and let 
S be the collection of Jinite subsets of X. Let M be a locally compact 
topological space, and let C(M, A,) be the space of continuous functions 
from M into some subalgebra A9 of L,(X). If A has %-HCM and %-PE 
then C(M, ASF) becomes a locally convex algebra with left hypocontinuous 
multiplication when endowed with the topology of unaform convergence 
compacta and pointwise algebraic operations. 
Proof. First, let KC M be compact. For each F E C(M, AG) and 
each u E X, the function p + F(p) u from M to X is continuous so 
(F(p) u / p E K} is compact and bounded in X. Consequently 
B = (F(p) 1 p E K} is bounded in the $-topology on A. 
Thus by Theorem 111.3.2 in [12], C(M, ASF) is automatically a 
locally convex space under pointwise addition of functions. It remains 
to check the claims on the product structure. 
First, if K is a compact neighborhood of a point p, E M, and F and 
G are in C(M, A,), (F(K), G(K)) C B9 x A9 . Thus the restrictions 
of F and G to K are continuous functions such that 
P -+ P(P), G(P)) is continuous into B, x A,, and hence by 
F-HCM, P -+F(P) G(P) E A9 is continuous on K by composition. 
This means it is continuous at p, , and sincep, is arbitrary, the product 
function FG is in C(M, A,). 
Second, suppose B, is bounded in C(M, AS) in the topology of 
uniform Y-convergence on compacta. This is true iff for every u E X 
and compact K, (F(p) u 1 F E B, , p E K) is bounded in X, since the 
neighborhoods in C(M, A,) induced by singleton (u}‘s form a 
subbase. But then B, = (F(p) 1 p E K, F E B,) is bounded in As. 
Consequently, if G, -+ 0 uniformly on K in the F-topology, FG, -+ 0 
uniformly on K and uniformly with respect to FE B, in the 9 
topology by g-HCM. Thus B, , acting as a set of left-multiplication 
operators, is equicontinuous on C(M, A,), and the product is left- 
hypocontinuous. 
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